
Filex Galaxy Flex Single
Simple and ergonomical

The Filex Galaxy Flex Single is a flexible and adjustable
monitor arm, suitable for 1 screen.

It can easily be adjusted in height and depth, meaning the viewing
angle can be fitted to your needs. Rotate, turn and tilt the screen for

your optimal setup.

Placing the monitor too low can increase neck strain. Placing it too high (the top
should not be above eye height) can also cause problems.

Even more important may be the adjustability of the depth, allowing for
optimal viewing distance at all times. This helps you absorb information and
causes the least eye strain. Rather than work in the wrong position, this optimal
monitor position is much more comfortable and increases productivity by 10%
(Sommerich et al., 1998).

Suitable for 1 screen but also expandable for
multiple screens!

An ergonomic workspace promotes comfort and productivity of computer

workers. Monitor arms are an important element of this process, creating more

room on your workspace and improving your work posture. With the Filex

Galaxy Flex Single your setup for working with one screen can be realized, but

you can also easily expand to two screens!

It is important to use a monitor arm: rather than work in the wrong position, an

optimal monitor position is much more comfortable and increases productivity

by 10% (Sommerich et al., 1998).

Work Smart - Feel Good

https://www.bakkerelkhuizen.co.uk/monitor-arms/filex-galaxy-flex-single/


Advantages of the Filex Galaxy Flex Single

Viewing angle
This monitor arm is equipped with a static
straight part and a dynamic gas spring for an
optimal height and depth. The VESA head allow
the screen to tilt, rotate and turn for an optimal
viewing angle.

Clamp
The Filex Galaxy monitor arm comes with a desk
clamp and desk hole feeder, making this arm
suitable for most desktops.

Rotation stop
The integrated rotation stop in the Filex Galaxy
monitor arm ensures a desk can be placed
against a wall or other desk (desk-to-desk)
without the arms or wall touching.

Single to Dual
Are you working with one screen now, but do
you potentially want to expand in the future?
With this monitor arm, that is possible. By
purchasing a Filex Galaxy Crossbar, you can
immediately expand to two screens.

Circular
All parts are 100% recyclable and made from
100% sustainable materials. Because of the
extensive range from 2 to 12 kg, you will not
need a new gas spring when you use a different
weight screen.

Design
Cable management is included in the Filex
Galaxy series. This ensures a neat and tidy and
professional look. All parts are available in
White, Silver or Black and have a 5 year
warranty.

Knowledge Center

 An ergonomic workstation promotes the comfort and
productivity of DSE workers. It is easy to create the
ideal workstation with a few minor adjustments.
Monitor arms provide more space for your workstation
and improve your posture.

In addition, the height and distance of monitor arms
can be adjusted easily. Moreover, more and more
people are working...

Specifications

Weight 2.9 kg

Product code: BNEFG809415-S
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Work Smart - Feel Good

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ny32LSlQ37I
https://www.bakkerelkhuizen.co.uk/knowledge-center/why-a-monitor-arm-is-a-good-addition-to-an-ergonomic-workplace/

